
The herald of the new dawn is a young woman whom some referred to as a princess -
others as a priestess. She is the manifestation of chaos, the anomaly. She is referred to by
many different names. Cthulhu surrounds her as a shawl. She is the night egg, the one
prophesied by the mouth. And into her, all thoughts descend and leave separated, subtle from
gross.

This state of being is described as ecstatic, and it is here that we reach it. We become,
in a sense, like the Gods of our own creation. We become what the ancients referred to as
Shamans, and it is all in the science of vortexes and voids. For we are not seperate from the
aether that surrounds us. We are joined to it like a siamese twin, dancing with it as the sacred
woman around the maypole.

This is the substance of our evolution, vortexes within vortexes, a major vortex created
by it’s own substance. This is the stuff of life, consciousness itself, streaming and defining itself
into further and further progressions of energy itself.

What I mean by shining is doing what I am doing right now. It is entering a different
energy state which is conscious of all things. The ancients have been doing it for centuries; it is
a forgotten art as old as the vegetables and rocks that lie dormant and yet seethe with the
tension of the energy all around them. Something sacred and secret is taking place, blossoming
within us all, and blooming into the outside world like a storm of kinetic energy.

We each have this power over creation. We exist within a grid of energy known as the
morphogenetic field. This field contains us all as we contain in. In a fragile yet flexible tandem.
Each feeding into the other. All feeding into all. It is the notion of feedback which defines us, and
moves the world through us, rather than us through it. It is prophesy itself, and as natural as
breathing.

Each step garners more force and power on this sevenfold step, increasing into exalted
harmonies of octave and form. These frequencies create reality, deep beneath the void of the
quantum wave.

The woman knows this. She creates from the substance of her marrow, bone, and her
blood. She will create the new world through her own body, through her very perception, and it
is this that man fears.

We progress beyond forms into the world of archetypes. It is here we discover the true
nature of reality. We are a progression of patterns fitted into a labyrinth of self-contained
feedback. Energy moves constantly. This movement is known as time and change. Both are
constant and illusory.



She woke up into blinding light. This was an unmerciful light, harsh and condescending
in revealing each flaw, each pockmark of her scarred body was revealed. The halls were lined
with mirrors in every direction. At the point of her death there were no relatives to greet her, only
an endless hall of mirrors through which no undetected selfhood could escape.

A part of her consciousness bubbled to the surface to document this surreal experience.
One could only call it coming home in the most awkward hug of sensations. She knew only that
she couldn’t move, couldn’t breathe, could only stare into her own eyes, her light passing
through the mirror through the vehicle of the cornea. It was a blinding focus, one only known to
a few. It was death and life in a single moment, creating the tyranny of an ego she wished only
to destroy.

She breathed, “let me become uncreated”. A vehicle fit for possession - but only by the
worthy.

Several hours later, she saw images pass her minds eye. A cradle, a cave, a coven of
human beings. Images, divorced from reason, from sensation. She still could not move but
suddenly felt herself rising above a monolithic stone mountain, watching her sphere of
perception ascend. There was endless sky beneath her decapitated consciousness, and the icy
chill of glaciers brushed against her despite her incorporeal form.

The pinnacle of the mountain rushed towards her. At the capstone, she felt herself
submerge, and she was deep within the ocean, a sphere of air separating her from the water.
She reaches out one small finger and the sphere pops. The water rushes in. She waits to
drown, but only feels the cool stream surround her, until it is everywhere. She is everywhere.
Now everything is dark. The blinding light has dissipated. The abyss is everywhere, but she is at
peace. She can feel the thrumming beat of every heart. This is her eternity.



The rebirth of the dormant cycle begins anew as it ends. This is the 13th constellation in
practice. From the devorer's mouth grows the root of the Tree, which ends inside the space
between the tail and the jaw of the two-headed snake.

To be a creator is a terrible burdan. To know that the primordial aether is consciousness itself?
The web of all splits from a collapsed zero point into a great mandala within which all spacetime
is contained in the process of Being, always unravelling.

That's what the dragons want to show you. they want you to see that the tallest tips are also the
deepest and most profound of roots. this seamless paradox is not confounding. It is the essence
of the verile form lingering between the ideal and the concrete, where all space is really the
force of interlocking fields driven by the bioelectric awareness that suffuses everything.

the new aeon is the redemption story of the night, where evil is reconciled with balance and
harmony. one prevails, topples the day, and the day wins again in the morning. but fear lives in
the dark, where we confront our mortality and its potential frivolty.

what happens when we reconcile our mortal selves with the immortal potential of the shadow?
the shadow contains not what we are, but what we reflect, what we cast, what we project, what
is not carried.

In the shadow, we find ourselves, as a collective, as a story, as a potential for a new dawn
between the alternation of horizons and the drumbeat of time intervals. but first we must be
entrusted with ourselves beyond mortality.

reveal the face of the reaper, for it is mother.




